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The softlv lit word "Hauserman" inviies the
visitor into a showroom luminous with rain-

bow auras oflight. Neutral walls divide the

space into neal geometry providing structure
tor an environment of fluorescent color
The light. in turn, deftnes and illuminates the

walls. This radiant installation by artist Dan

Flavin and Vignelli Associates proves to be an

unusual example ofcorporate support for the

the arts.

E. F. Hauserman Company, designers and

manut'acturers of interior wall systems,

opened a new showroom in Los Angeles'

Pacifrc Design Center and selected FIavin and

Massimo and Lella Vignellito design the

space. Working collaboratively', the artists

created a light environment that would draw

attention to the company s product movable

wall systems-as well as function as an inde-
pendent work ofan. The concept is a practical

extension of a museum without walls. the work

ol'tlne an displayed in a popular. commercial

space. This idea comes fuil circle in the near

luture when a pan ofthe FIavin installation wiil

be donated to Los Angeles' nascent Museum

olContemporary Art.

The environment itself consists of rhree corri-

dors ollight, each smnding eight leet square.

angling back diagonally to a mirrored wall.

The center comidor is open, striped with ice

blue fluorescent tubes mounted at,+5 degree

angles. The two flanking corridors are closed

.icross the middle with tubes of li8ht. The
\ lc\\ er Jn puss through lhe open center corn-

ilor to see the llanking corridors fiom two
difi'erent sides. The lirst contains horizontal
rubes offuschia iight which reverse on the back

,ide ro Shell crrtion \ello*. fhe oppo.ite corri-

dor is divided by a screen ofveniul tubes of
the same yellow backed with acid green. The

iirthest r-'.eilow tube is omitted to permit a wash

ol green light of escape.

Flavin uses light to recall aspects ofpainting
and sculpture. The barriers offluorescent tubes

have the appearance ofan abstract geometric

canvas, an early Stella, perhaps. The halos

ofethereal, refracted color activate the larger

space to create & sculptural surrounding. As the

viewer walks about the space, the open and

closed corridors produce altemate sensations

of mnfrontation and invitation. The initial
seduction by beautiful lights dissipates and one

is left both mesmeized and dizzy. The impact

is exaggerated by the mirrored rear wall

demanding acknowledgement of one's reflec-

tion seen bathed in the multi-colored light. The

mmplex experience is ultimately bolh sensu-

ous and disturbing. It is this tension that

makes the piece more intriguing and compell-

ing thanjust a roomful ofdisco lights, an

oversized lava IamP.

The Hauserman installation seems an

encouraging exampie of corporate decomtion.

Rather than purchasing the convenient and

conventional paintings and sculptures, the

company chose a temporal, site-specifrc instal-

lation. The project thus becomes a collabora-

tion ofconceptual as well as material concems,

and a valuable method ofintegrating sophisti-

cated, ephemeral work in a public space.
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